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Abstract: A busy worker requires a personal assistant to help in managing the overall workload. Since artificial agent can give a better and dynamic solution, this paper describe an Intelligent Personal agent (IPA) that will guide the busy worker in doing his daily work by analyzing his/her task and assisting which task is more important, and when to perform it. It divides the user’s task in two categories Professional and Personal and accordingly assists him/her in completing it. Most of the times less importance is given to professional analyzing his/her task and assisting which task is more important, and when to perform it. It divides the user’s task in two categories Professional and Personal and accordingly assists him/her in completing it. Most of the times less importance is given to professional work simultaneously achieving the personal task also. Agent’s reasoning and planning capability reveals its intelligent behavior. The learning capability of agent allows it to improve its performance by previous experiences. Thus the overall agent design guides the user in terms of managing, reasoning, planning, learning and improving its performance to user preference

General Terms: Artificial Intelligence used to develop a personal agent with intelligent behavior.
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1. Introduction

The technologies are improving in such a way that, human assistance is not enough. Human needs a better assistance for managing thing in a busy environment. One such application is the Intelligent Personal Agent that is used for assisting a user in his professional as well as in his personal work. This agent can provide assistance to all kinds of user but here the focus is on a busy user to illustrate the behavior of this agent. The main motto is reducing the user’s work in doing any particular task [3]. It reduces the increasing load of information, manages task by considering its deadlines to be considered.

The IPA can perform task in three ways performing the task directly on behalf of the user, performing a task along with the user by taking instructions from the user and finally perform task at back end by providing suggestion and reminders to user work. Thus this paper shows interest in developing an agent which handles the routine personal task of the user so that the user can concentrate more on his professional task.

A typical user always has a burden of his household activities such as paying the electricity, water bills, doing recharge frequently. This reduces the performance of the user in his professional activities. The IPA supports user to handle simultaneous problem of handling the workload between personal and professional tasks. The key feature of the agent is its Intelligence that enables it to look at the problem more closely, think of the option available to solve it and finally take the action on its own. The concentration is more on the intelligent behavior to increase the overall performance of the agent in assisting the user. The framework of the user allows it to reason the task it can perform and when it can perform. It’s also indicates its potential to perform any critical task, based on load which it is currently handling. IPA assists the user in task management with the help of available knowledge.

An important issue in this IPA is handling knowledge. What idea the agent has about the world and its corresponding application area decides its learning capabilities, suggestion and reasoning capabilities. Ontology is the commonly used way to represent the knowledge. The use of ontology for representing domain knowledge and for supporting reasoning is becoming wide-spread. Knowledge depends on the problem domain. It could be about the system and about the system environment [1]. It could be given initially to the agent or learned by the agent itself by its past experiences.

Other kinds of knowledge might relate to the application domain, the system’s structure, problem-solving strategies, and the system’s ability to communicate with other systems, and so on. IPA cannot assist the user every time because; its contribution should be beneficial to the user. If IPA takes more time in performing a task on behalf of the user than the user actually performing it, then its contribution is of no use. Thus, the IPA has to decide when it can prove useful to the user and correspondingly assist him. The performance or effectiveness of the IPA increases With respect to time or as the agent interacts with the user more and more.

The IPA is capable of learning user interests, his likes and dislikes and his overall preference e.g. consider that whenever user wants to discuss about the project progress the user always prefers for office meeting and ask the agent to send mail to the project members rather than a conference chat. Now the agent knowing the interested of the user, whenever the user want to set a project meeting the agent will take the initiative for conference chat. Here the aim and objectives of the IPA system are described. The aim section describes what actually the system would do and objectives are to concentrate different intelligent behaviors.

2. Aim and Objective

Here the aim and objectives of the IPA system are described. The aim section describes what actually the system would do and objectives are to concentrate different intelligent behaviors.
2.1 Aim

The aim is to develop an intelligent agent which can perform task on behalf of the user and assist him in managing the task.

2.2 Objectives

Basically the task of the IPA is divided into two categories:

a) Professional tasks.
b) Personal tasks.

Professional tasks include all kinds of user’s work environment task like scheduling, planning suggestions for meeting etc. and Personal tasks includes form filling, registering, payment of bills, email checking etc. The aim is to design an IPA which can has lot of autonomous behavior. In many case it can think and act on its own. The agent is divided in different modules so that it is easy to handle different tasks. IPA basically helps the user to completing the task on time by reminding the important task. This is regarding the professional task. It also helps in managing the user’s day routine task. Many of the time the IPA and the user interact with each other to complete certain collaborative task. IPA is transparent enough indicating progress of the task and provides feedbacks, error messages etc.

The IPA will work in multitasking environment. The IPA will be accepting user input in the form of instructions then it will select the suggestions from the suggestion module. Hence the aim is to increase its adaptivity, learning, reasoning and its suggestion.

IPA does not provide assistances related to single application; rather it can provide assistance associated with multiple applications. It can interact with desktop applications like calendar, To-do list. It can interact with web applications like mails, shopping sites, online forms, and social sites and so on.

At any time the output of the agent is the final action or any kind of feedback. This is done by the Task Performer [3]. Task performer is assisted by a set of steps to be followed to complete the task. Management deals with ways to achieve the task with less effort e.g. IPA finds that for the current week the user is dealing with lots of professional task then it removes if any personal task is there and reschedules it to next week. The effectiveness of the IPA increases only with its responsiveness. The challenge that has to be considered for Intelligence behavior is extracting new knowledge from existing knowledge. This indirectly depends on what idea IPA is having about the world.

3. Existing System

In this section, the discussion is on the popular assistive agent launched by apple iOS.

3.1 Siri

Siri is an intelligent agent that use natural language processing hence user interact with the agent in their natural language, it allows the user search, schedule meeting, place phone call and more. Siri basically accepts voice input process it and send an voice output to the user. But Siri has some drawback like sometimes it was not able to interpret the voice command, which resulted into unexpected output. Most of the search result defaults to restaurants and locations. Apart from this it does not have an interactive user interface. Siri cannot login into social websites using user id and password. It cannot update the status or send message in social websites.

4. Proposed System

This paper is proposing the following fig. for the IPA in which different task performed by the IPA is separated by dividing them in different modules. The basic idea used here is of Divide and Conquer. The task are divided into multiple modules, also further divided in different parts according to their types so it becomes more simple for IPA to perform it by traversing to different module as it has to search more if the task are in same module. Different module of block diagram is explained below:

![Block Diagram of IPA](image)

Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of IPA

a) Task Module

Task module is the module to which user interacts. In this module, separation of different type of tasks is performed. This module is further divided into two parts they are as follows:

- Professional tasks: These tasks are basically office related tasks some of them are like e-mail; auto-form fill ups etc. this block will consider all these types of tasks and neglect other tasks.
- Personal tasks: They are basically person related tasks some are like account management; schedule management etc. this block will consider all these types of tasks and neglect other tasks.

b) Suggestion module

Suggestion model is actually the main module as it provide suggestion to user/system based on randomize algorithm in which we take user description from task module and find relevant information according to users description and suggest them to user. This module is further fragmented in two sub parts they are as follows:
• User previous suggestion: In this block previously stored suggestion is used as it might happen that same task need to be performed multiple time.
• Validate suggestion: In this block it check the suggestion with user requirement if it find that it is relevant then it will suggest to user else it will put forward user request to reasoning module

c) **Reasoning Module:**
This module is responsible for providing relevance knowledge to suggestion module this module store the relevance knowledge as well as containing all the information of user tasks. This module is also responsible for learning from user’s previous activity thus this module is fragmented in two parts, they are as follows:

d) **Relevance finder**
This block contain the relevant information of the tasks that user may perform. This contain all knowledge-based content in this relevant suggestions are present which it forward to suggestion module for providing suggestion

e) **Expertise learner**
This block keep track of function performed by user or need to be performed. It stores the data every time user performs some new action.

f) **Management Module**
Management module is performing different activities performed by user it also capable for performing management activities such as scheduling thus it named as management module. This module is divided in three parts they are as follows:

• Task performer
  This block is responsible for performing the tasks like mailing, auto-form filling etc. This block uses workflow for finding default steps for performing particular task.
• Workflow tracker
  This is responsible for tracking different workflows steps for performing particular task present in the system and then passing particular workflow steps to task performer block.
• Schedule manager
  This block handle all schedule tasks like meeting arrangements, personal schedule etc. This block access schedule and update it according to user’s task.

5. **Flowchart**
The Flowchart describes the sequence of actions that are performed and the flow of processes.

5.1: Flowchart for IPA

5.2: Flowchart for IPA

6. **Security in IPA**

Security is always a major issue in each and every domain of computers. As it is discussed earlier that the IPA will send
emails on user command. It is going to fill online forms. All this activities are done by the agent on behalf of the user. Now consider the first case where the user commands the agent to send an email to his friend, for this task the agent requires the email id and password of the user. In the second case for online form filling also the agent requires the user personal information. The personal information of the user should not be leaked or the agent should be programmed in such a way that it should not expose the user details to unauthorized persons or sites. The agent is developed more abstract. User has his code or password which has to be entered for doing any task. This is a primary security function; there are some agents that uses face recognition to authenticate the user. Access right has to be defined carefully to maintain the confidentiality of data. At first, the security constraint of the agent’s application domain has to be understood so as to define the security constraints of the agent. Introduction of agent in the application domain should not degrade the current security of that domain. Agent deployment should not cause lack of confidentiality and integrity of data and resources. In this case the application domain is the simple user’s desktop. Before the deployment of the agent user interacts directly with the operating system and then this operating system interacts with the system data and other desktop applications. But now the user is going to just interact with the agent and the agent is going to act on behalf of the user interacting with the other applications and data.

7. Efficiency of IPA

Efficiency in case of IPA:

While considering IPA efficiency it is necessary to focus that how much task is performed by the IPA from the users given task list. Now as the tasks are separated according to their type, different modules have to be created for each type of task.

The different modules are:

a) Efficiency of workflow module: As this module contain all the coding part of tasks like e-mail, bill payment etc. its efficiency depends on coding available in it. So if its efficiency is considered, most of the time user gets his/her works done. But in some cases it might happen that there is more load on system and this let to collapse of user task thus there is failure of task thus its efficiency is depend on scenario.

b) Efficiency of Scheduling module: Scheduling is mainly concern about tracking of user’s busyness and thereby giving proper time slot of particular task. Thus efficiency of this part is totally depend on user as this module is just concern about tracking so if user assign his/her time slot properly this module show its full efficiency by reminding user’s schedule at every moment he/she open the IPA.
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9. Conclusion

Thus it can be concluded that the need of the intelligent personal agent is increasing. The IPA helps the user to balance the personal and professional task, manage and plan task. It simply reduces the work done by the user and stress caused due to increasing workload. It allows user to concentrate on more important task. IPA stands for its intelligence and autonomous behavior. As stated earlier it has various features like mail sending, online form filling, planning and more. We have discussed the aims and objectives of the IPA, existing system and its limitations. The flowchart shows basic functioning of IPA. Security issues of IPA in its application domain. The security issues are still on search. IPA will play an very important role in the near future.
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